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problems of conservation, but this country has passed the
pioneering stage, tiyhile with us in Canada, a large part
of our national estate is still waiting to be opened up .
If Canada is to achieve its highest economic and military
potential, the development of new natural resources must be
pushed ahead rapidly, and that means heavy capital outlays
from our annual production . of wealth .

Then there is another big difference . For the United
States, with its mature and largely self-sufficient economy,
foreign trade is, relatively, much less important than for
Canada which is at an earlier stage of economic development .
;Te need to attract capital from outside Canada, and because
of the nature of our resources we are heavily dependent on
external trade . All that means our economy --and our
prosperity - are more vulnerable than the economy of the
United States .

This dependence of Canada on world trade, and the
vulnerability to which it gives rise, are more serious
because of another factor in our situation . Canada has a
large favourable balance of trade with VJestern Europe and a
large unfavourable balance with the United States . And
that means for us an exchange problem which the United States
does not have .

- In the past decade, we have experienced what is almost
an industrial revolution in Canada ; but by the standards of
your nation of 150 millions our industry is still on a_small
scale . The production of the whole range of modern armaments
on a large scale is obviously beyond our capacity . Vdhat z•.e
must have, if j•re are to make our most effective contributio n
to our joint security, is specialization on the marwfactur e
of a limited number of items coupled with the kind of reciprocal
arrangement we had with the United States during the rrar .

Under the so-called Hyde Park Declaration of 1941,
each country produced for the other those armaments it was
best fitted to produce . •Each of us paid hard cash for the
other's product, but we were better able to pay you because
we were able to sell munitions and weapons to you .• The Hyde
Park arrangement involved no loans, no gif ts, no charity -
nothing but plain business sense . And s•re in Canada cannot
see why a business arrangement which produced such good
results for both countries in war should not produce equally
good results in providing security during this period of the
cold war .

In maintaining an effective security system there is
this kind of a problem the North Atlantic nations are apt to
have to face in the next few years : the more effective the
North Atlantic Treaty proves to be in pushing back : .the menace
of aggression, the more difficult it will be to ensure that
the people of the free nations will remain willing to pay the
insurance premiums necessary for their security .

Vie shall .probably hear, in all the North Atlantic
countries, a good deal of grumbling, and perhaps some
invidious comparisons about the share of the burden each
nation is ready to bear : I hope none of us is going to be too
much ti•rorried by such grumbling or even by invidious comparisons .
Free debate, after all, is the privilege of free peoples . By
contrast, the unhappy people of Poland, of Czechoslovakia, of
Hungary and of Russia, are not permitted even to grumble out


